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Abstract - Session Initiation Protocol is very popular 

mechanism widely used in Voice over Internet Protocol 

call centers and other applications where voice, data, 

video and multimedia transmission is incorporated. 

The predominant role of SIP servers are sometimes 

experiencing the overload due to the heavy traffic of 

messages on the SIP servers and lead to collapse. The 

dramatic increase of message transmission to the SIP 

server from the User Agents will crease more load and 

the capacity of SIP servers can’t tolerate to handle the 

calls or messages. To overcome this problem of 

overload a control mechanism has been developed by 

many predominant research scholars. Different kinds of 

models have introduced to control the high load on the 

servers and to handle the calls or messages from User 

agents in the form of inbound and outbound calls. The 

present paper is focusing on the best methods of 

overload control employing different latest techniques 

and methods from recent published research works. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is predominantly used in 
VoIP Networks as a signaling communication protocol for 
initiating, modifying, controlling and terminating the 
multimedia sessions over Internet Protocol based 
networks. The multimedia sessions are rich with voice 
calls, text messages, Video streams and other multimedia 
formats transmitted between two user agents through SIP 
servers. The inbound calls and outbound calls are 
predominantly performed in SIP based telephony network 
services. VoIP based telephony network services are 
introduced recently in the place of Public Switched 
Telephone Networks (PSTN). VoIP signaling 
communications are comparatively very economic pricing 
and serves the same purpose as PSTN networks provides. 
The economic pricing has given more popularity and wide 
spread usage in the segment of small and medium sized 
entrepreneurs to operate international call centers with 

the implementation of SIP servers to handle inbound and 
outbound calls.  
 
The one and only disadvantage in managing and 
maintaining the SIP servers is overload problem when the 
more calls or messages are received than the hardware 
capacity of the SIP servers. This situation leads to collapse 
of the servers.  

Figure 1 Basic Functionality of SIP Servers 

The session initiation protocol server will be in between 
the client A and client B. The basic functionality of SiP 
Server is to forward the request to the clients around the 
server in the network. The messages or calls are 
transmitted between the clients through SIP servers. The 
main functionality of SIP server is to manage, termite or 
initiate the calls and messages to the clients. When the 
more messages are transmitted between the clients or 
another SIP network to the clients of local networks can 
increase the traffic. At this juncture it is difficult to manage 
the calls or messages in between the clients and leads to 
collapse of SIP servers.   
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SIP server load has to be balanced to escape from 
collapsible situation. The need of research has been 
developed to find the suitable method to manage and 
maintain the SIP servers without collapsing while the 
inbound and outbound calls are functioning. The real time 
situation has been taken by many research scholars and 
developed several algorithms and methods to control the 
load on SIP Servers.  
 
Predominantly the algorithms and methods with 
controlling techniques have been divided into two major 
categories. These can be distinguished as local and 
distributed techniques to control the load on SIP servers. 
The local methods and techniques are ancient whereas the 
distributed techniques are modern and more effective. In 
the following section SIP session overload controlling 
techniques are discussed. 
 

2 Literature Survey 
 
Session initiation Protocol servers are widely used in VoIP 
networks and needs a mechanism to overcome the 
problem of overload in transmitting the messages. Several 
algorithms have been developed to suppress the overload 
problem of SIP servers.  
 
Load balancing processes and fail over management 
tactics to use in web servers has been matured in research 
literature. Session Initiation Protocol is quite unique with 
respect to the HTTP standards, there is less centrality for 
sessions in HTTP while SIP dispatcher ought to keep 
record of the sessions so as to course messages of same 
session to the same intermediary / proxy server. For 
giving high accessibility in web servers; for the most part 
IP address takeover and MAC address takeover plans are 
utilized. Y. Hong, C. Huang and so on recognized two 
expansive SIP over-burden control method components: 
Load reducing and Load balancing approach. Load 
reducing so as to diminish incoming call solicitations to 
keep away from over-burdening the server, on the other 
hand load balancing just as divides the traffic movement 
among nearby SIP servers to dodge over-burden in SIP 
systems [7]. Load balancing algorithms for SIP server 
groups are tagged as static and dynamic. Cisco's 
proprietary architecture primarily employs static load 
balancing taking into account DNS SRV and Naming 
Authority Pointer records. Load dispatcher chooses the 
server in view of priority and weight fields of these 
records. Kundan Singh and Henning Schulzrinne 
introduced web server repetition methods to SIP 
telephony. They have portrayed different load sharing 
routines in view of DNS, SIP identifier, redundant servers 
with special IP address and Network Address Translation 
on a two-stage SIP server setup. They have likewise 
considered fall fail over strategies in view of DNS, clients, 
database replication and IP address takeover [11]. Wright 
et.al concentrated on SIP call executions on multi center 

frameworks [12]. Hongbo Jiang and Arun Iyengar and 
others presented three novel element load balancing 
methodologies for SIP Server farms. These calculations 
depend on Session Aware Request Assignment method. 
Every calculation takes a shot at functionality by joining 
learning of SIP, recognition of calls and transactions and 
on-the-fly appraisals of server burden. Transaction Least 
Work Left outflanks the other remaining algorithms in 
measures of throughput and reaction time [13]. Luca De 
Cicco and Giuseppe Cofano and so on proposed a novel 
nearby over-burden controller utilizing control theoretic 
procedure called extremum looking / seeking. They had 
basically executed in Kamailio server yet does not control 
the over-burden in whole SIP system [10]. Jianxin Liao and 
Jinzhu Wang et.al portray a dispersed end-to-end SIP 
overload control system edge servers of SIP systems. They 
have given hypothetical investigation and broad 
simulations on NS-2 test system to demonstrate the 
control framework [14]. Ahmadreza Montazerolghaem 
and Mohammad Hossien Yaghmaee Moghaddam 
actualized window based versatile overload control in 
Asterisk Proxy servers [5]. 
 

2.1 Rate based overload control algorithm 
 
In these Abdullah Akbar et.al [2015] has been regarded as 
the best solution for SIP overload problem. The solution 
has been developed in the form of rate based overload 
control method. This control method is rich with overload 
control algorithms. The implementation of congestion 
control algorithm is implemented on Hop-by-hop and end-
to-end process of requests and sending messages from the 
clients. Implementation of overload control algorithm will 
understand the rate of priority of the message or call from 
each client and the least rate based call can be dropped 
and manage the load on the server. This type of 
mechanism has effectively and efficiently takes control 
over the server and skips the collapse situation with the 
overload problem. The dropped calls are processed and re 
send to the destinated client without message lost. This 
rate based overload controlling method is regarded as the 
latest and fastest methods among the other methods 
developed so far in the world. 
 

2.2 Two Stage Secure Dynamic Load Balancing 
Architecture 
 
G. Vebbuka et.al has introduced a novel load balancing 
architecture to SIP server clusters. In this architecture 
active least call SIP Server algorithm is playing a vital role 
to manage the load on the server. This architecture has 
facilitated the main objectives of load balancing like 
congestion avoidance, improved response times, 
throughput, resource utilization, reducing server faults, 
scalability and protection of SIP call from DoS attacks. This 
architecture has dynamically controlled the overload and 
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provided the robust security for SIP Servers.  The specific 
architecture with ALC_Server method is regarded as the 
better method to Least Session Method to measure various 
parameters like throughput, CPU Utilization and response 
time. The specific architecture is rich with secure first tier 
honey wall architecture.  
 

2.3 Local Overload Control 
 
The scientific book named emerging research in 
computing, information Communication and application 
has described the SIP server over controlling mechanism 
with Local overload control with a mathematical model for 
an ideal rate-based control algorithm. In this mechanism 
the upper bound to the goodput achievement has been 
obtained. The mathematical model has successfully 
calculated the overload of the server and arranged the 
messages or calls in a queue system. It also developed a 
set point to guarantee a target response time for CPU 
utilization with a target. As soon as the traffic reaches the 
set point automatically it reduce the traffic and drops the 
messages. The local overload control method is the ancient 
and successfully delivered the optimal goodput function to 
the SIP servers. The mathematical calculation developed in 
this method is distinguished the CPU load for INVITE 
messages and RECEIVE or BYE messages. Based on the 
rate of these messages the withdrawal of calls or messages 
can be performed by the method.  To demonstrate the 
results Kamailio open source SIP proxy has been used.  
 

3 Other Related work on SIP Servers 
 
The overload control methods have been developed by 
many research scholars these have been published in 
many books like issued in networks research and 
application, Internet of thins smart spaces and next 
generation methods, book on overload control methods – 
SIP. In the book published on Principles, systems and 
applications of IP Telecommunications, the author 
Henning Schulzrinne, Radu State and Saverio Niccolini 
[2015] has emphasized on some methods to avoid the 
overload on SIP servers. In this book a set of advanced 
telephony applications have been described. A java based 
programming framework has been introduced dedicatedly 
support the high level communication mechanism. The 
book has illustrated the supporting mechanism for SIP 
servers to compete with increased load within the existing 
infrastructures and entities. 
The book emerging research in computing information, 
communication and Applications has depicted the 
overload control algorithm to increase the throughput and 
reduce the call set-up delay and retransmission rate. To 
demonstrate the mechanism an open source SIP Proxy 
server has been replicated by Kamailio server and 
demonstrated the results effectively -N. R. Shetty et.al 
[2015].  
 

 

4 Conclusion 
 
SIP servers are playing predominant role in the 
functionality of VoIP networks. VoIP Networks are playing 
predominant role in the multimedia transmission calls for 
international calling and substituted PSTN networks. The 
overload traffic problems have degraded the performance 
of SIP servers. The overload control methods are 
distinguished as local and distributed. The distributed 
overload control methods are latest and fastest. The 
proposed paper has illustrated the predominant and 
effective methods to control the overload problems of SIP 
servers with previous research articles. The books related 
to overload control methods have been verified and 
depicted in this paper. The paper has successfully 
illustrated different overload control methods for SIP 
servers.  
 

5 Future Scope of Study 
 
The future scope of the study is limited to perform the 
experimental comparative analysis for overload control 
methods developed in previous research papers. The 
future scope of the study should depict the comparative 
analysis results of the control methods for overload 
problems for SIP servers in a controlled unbiased 
environment. 
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